Although the adaptive successive cancellation list (AD-SCL) algorithm and the segmented-CRC adaptive successive cancellation list (SCAD-SCL) algorithm based on the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) can greatly reduce the computational complexity of the successive cancellation list (SCL) algorithm, these two algorithms discard the previous decoding result and re-decode by increasing L, where L is the size of list. When CRC fails, these two algorithms waste useful information from the previous decoding. In this paper, a simplified adaptive successive cancellation list (SAD-SCL) is proposed. Before the re-decoding of updating value L each time, SAD-SCL uses the existing log likelihood ratio (LLR) information to locate the range of burst error bits, and then re-decoding starts at the incorrect bit with the smallest index in this range. Moreover, when the segmented information sequence cannot get the correct result of decoding, the SAD-SCL algorithm uses SC decoding to complete the decoding of the subsequent segmentation information sequence. Furthermore, its decoding performance is almost the same as that of the subsequent segmentation information sequence using the AD-SCL algorithm. The simulation results show that the SAD-SCL algorithm has lower computational complexity than AD-SCL and SCAD-SCL with negligible loss of performance.
Introduction
The polar codes [1] , as a channel coding technique for 5G communication, are used as the coding of the control channel for transmitting signaling or synchronizing data. Polar codes become the research hotspot. In decoding, the SC decoding algorithm based on polarization characteristics of the channel proposed by Professor Arikan is a suitable decoding algorithm for polar codes. Based on this decoding algorithm, polar codes have been proved capable of reaching the Shannon limit when the code length approaches infinity. Later, Tian et al. proposed a scenario-simplified successive cancellation decoding algorithm based on the erasure channel, which can simplify the calculation operations in the decoding process [2] .
However, SC decoding has some disadvantages, such as large decoding delay and strong inter-symbol interference, which make SC decoding performance worse in the case of limited code length. In order to improve the decoding performance in the SC algorithm, the SCL decoding algorithm proposed in [3] uses a binary tree to represent the multiple possibilities of the SC algorithm in bitwise decoding and retains L candidate decoding paths, where L is the size of list. This method can effectively reduce the inter-symbol interference and improve the decoding performance of polar analysis shows that the performance of the second part is almost independent of size L, when there is an error in the first part of the decoding. Based on the above analysis, SCAD-SCL proposed in [21] still needs to be improved further. In this paper, a simplified adaptive SCL segmentation algorithm (SAD-SCL) based on CRC-aided is proposed. Before the re-decoding of updating value L each time, SAD-SCL uses the existing log likelihood ratio (LLR) information to locate the range of burst error bits. This proposed method is to locate a starting bit in the re-decoding. Then, the re-decoding starts at the locating bit with the smallest index in this range. The SAD-SCL algorithm further avoids redundant computation in the decoding process with negligible loss of performance and has a lower computational complexity than SCAD-SCL.
Theory of Polar Codes
A method for constructing polar codes based on channel polarization is given in [1] . The construction of the polar codes can be defined by (N, K, Λ, u Λ C ), where N denotes the code length, K denotes the number of information bits, the code rate is K/N, Λ denotes the set of the index of the information bits, u Λ denotes the set of the information bits, and u Λ C denotes the frozen bits. the frozen bits are usually set to zero. u N 1 denotes the information sequence before encoding, and then the encoding process can be expressed as
where x N 1 is the encoding sequence, G N is the generator matrix of polar codes. G N is represented by
where n = log 2 N, F ⊗n denotes n-order Kronecker power, and F = 1 0 1 1 .
The decoding of polar codes can be regarded as the process of channel splitting, and the transition probability of each sub-channel is related to each other. For the information bit i, the hard decision valuê u i is calculated by the received sequence y N 1 and the sequenceû i−1 1 that has been decoded previously. The specific calculation formula is [1] δ y N 1 ,û i−1
represents the log likelihood ratio of i-th bit, which is
It can be seen that the decoding result of the current codeword is related to all previous decoding results in SC decoding, that is, the previous error bit will affect the decoding result of the current bit. In order to solve this problem, the SCL algorithm proposed in [3] expresses all possibilities of SC decoding in the form of a binary tree, as shown in Figure 1 . The red dotted line represents a path of list4, and the two branches of each node represent the two possibilities of the node with "1" or "0". For example, the information bit u 1 corresponds to the two paths of the first layer in Figure 1 . PM 1 1 and PM 2 1 represent the reliability of the two paths, respectively.
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Improved Segmented CRC-Based Adaptive SCL Algorithm
The SCAD-SCL proposed in [21] adds some segmented CRC based on the AD-SCL algorithm, which further reduces the complexity of AD-SCL, but it still has high computation complexity. In our work, we propose an improved algorithm SAD-SCL based on the existing CRC adaptive successive cancellation list algorithm.
The SAD-SCL algorithm introduces segmented CRC for SCAD-SCL and uses a new method to reduce the redundancy calculation of the AD-SCL algorithm. Before each update, the value L is re-decoded, SAD-SCL first uses the existing LLR information to determine the range of the burst error bit, and then only re-decodes the information sequence of this range. Moreover, when SAD-SCL cannot obtain the correct decoding value in the first part of the information sequence, it uses SC decoding to complete the decoding in the second part of the information sequence, and the decoding performance of SAD-SCL is almost the same as that of second part of the AD-SCL algorithm. This paper introduces two improvements to SAD-SCL in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The specific decoding process for SAD-SCL is given in Section 3.2.
Adaptive SCL Decoding Based on Burst Error Bits
The error bits of the SC decoding algorithm can be divided into two categories. One is burst error caused by channel interference, and the other is error propagation caused by burst error bits. In [22] , an SC decoding algorithm which eliminates inter-symbol interference is designed to count the number of burst error bits generated by channel interference. When code length is N = 1024 and code rate is R = 0.5, Figure 2 illustrates the number of error bits counted for 500,000 data frames for different signal to noise ratio (SNR) by using the experimental method designed in [22, 23] . 
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Adaptive SCL Decoding Based on Burst Error Bits
The error bits of the SC decoding algorithm can be divided into two categories. One is burst error caused by channel interference, and the other is error propagation caused by burst error bits. In [22] , an SC decoding algorithm which eliminates inter-symbol interference is designed to count the number of burst error bits generated by channel interference. When code length is = 1024 and code rate is = 0.5, Figure 2 illustrates the number of error bits counted for 500,000 data frames for different signal to noise ratio (SNR) by using the experimental method designed in [22, 23] . It can be seen that the burst error bits of the SC decoding are mostly within three bits, and the probability of only one burst error bit is the largest. Therefore, if the decoding result does not pass the CRC, there is a great possibility caused by a burst error bit of information. We can select an appropriate information bit , which is located in front of all the error bits. When re-decoding, the decoded bits before the -th bit are reserved, and the information bits after the -th bit are decoded It can be seen that the burst error bits of the SC decoding are mostly within three bits, and the probability of only one burst error bit is the largest. Therefore, if the decoding result does not pass the CRC, there is a great possibility caused by a burst error bit of information. We can select an appropriate information bit i s , which is located in front of all the error bits. When re-decoding, the decoded bits before the S-th bit are reserved, and the information bits after the S-th bit are decoded by using the increasing L decoding algorithm. A schematic diagram of the process is shown in Figure 3 . It can be seen that the burst error bits of the SC decoding are mostly within three bits, and the probability of only one burst error bit is the largest. Therefore, if the decoding result does not pass the CRC, there is a great possibility caused by a burst error bit of information. We can select an appropriate information bit , which is located in front of all the error bits. When re-decoding, the decoded bits before the -th bit are reserved, and the information bits after the -th bit are decoded by using the increasing decoding algorithm. A schematic diagram of the process is shown in Figure 3 . In the decoding process, the larger the absolute value of LLR of an information bit is, the more reliable the decision value of the information bit is. Let R be the set of values LLR of the decoded information bits and frozen bits in SCL, and I is the set of indexes in R in the original information sequence. Based on this feature, we can find a suitable value by following these steps:
Step 1: When the decoding of the segmented CRC fails, we find the m bits with smaller absolute LLR values in set R and record the indexes as a set I e .
Step 2: Let S be the smallest index in set I e . In this paper, the above method is used to dynamically find a position S in the information sequence, so that all possible burst error bits are located at the right of S (assuming the decoding order is from left to right), and the SCL decoding is restarted from this bit. It ensures that SCL contains all burst error bits. Compared with the SCAD-SCL and AD-SCL algorithms, the SAD-SCL makes full use of previous decoding results and digs out the available information, which reduces redundant calculation. From the above analysis, the larger the value m is, the higher the probability of burst error bits contained in the set I e will be, but the position of S will be closer to the starting bit of the decoding sequence, which means that this SCL decoding will calculate more nodes. In addition, if the value m is too small, the burst error bit may be missed in the set I e , which will result in loss of decoding performance. The value m will be analyzed in detail in Section 4.
Improved Algorithm Based on Segmented Adaptive SCL
Since SC decoding has error propagation characteristics, the number of decoded error bits will be very large when errors occur. SCL also shares a similar phenomenon. In [24] , there are two types of errors in SCL, which can be divided into disappearing errors and selection errors. Disappearing errors are when the correct paths are not included in the L paths of SCL. Selection errors are when error paths are selected from the L paths which include correct paths, because the value PM of correct paths is not enough to be selected. When the decoding has disappearing errors, the correct paths will never be selected after the decoding of this bit.
In the SCAD-SCL algorithm, if the first part using SCL decoding with the parameter L = L max fail to pass CRC, it means that the correct decoding result is not included in the L paths in the first part. The decoding error at this time is a disappearing error. The decision of SCAD-SCL is to take the optimal path as an output, and then the algorithm begins the next part of adaptive SCL decoding. However, the decoding of the latter part is based on the previous part, no matter how large L is, SCL cannot decode the correct codes of the latter part. In addition, due to the failure of the CRC, the adaptive SCL decoding of this segment will increase from L min to L max , which greatly increases delay and complexity. Thus, the decoding of the latter part under this situation is completely unnecessary.
The SAD-SCL algorithm proposed in this paper makes full use of the above analysis and improves the existing SCAD-SCL algorithm in two aspects. Improvement 1: The SAD-SCL algorithm uses the method described in 3.1 to find the value S before each update value L is re-decoded and takes S as the starting bit for decoding. Improvement 2: When the SAD-SCL algorithm cannot get the correct decoding result of the first part, the SAD-SCL algorithm directly uses SC decoding to complete the decoding of the second part.
The flow chart of the SAD-SCL decoding algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . Letû denote the decoding output value of SAD-SCL. The decoding algorithm can be divided into the following decoding steps: algorithm goes to step 3 until the CRC of passes(0 < ≤ ,where denotes the number of re-decoding of the first part). In addition, when = max , if the decoding result still fails to pass CRC, the first part of the codes is judged to include error bits, and the decoder goes directly to step 4.
Step 3: SAD-SCL begins the decoding of the second part, the decoding result and its corresponding LLR values of second part are and (0 < ≤ ，where denotes the number of re-decoding of the second part), respectively. The decoding process of the second part is the same as that of the improved adaptive SCL in step 2. However, in the decoding of the second part, when = max , the decoder directly outputs the final decoding result = , if the decoding result of does not pass CRC.
Step 4: Since there are some error bits in this decoding result, the SC algorithm is directly used for the decoding of the second part. Assume the result of the decoding is , then the final output decoding result is = , . Considering the FER performance of the algorithm, the proposed algorithm can be further improved. If the first part of decoding fails to pass CRC with = , then the whole codeword will be in error. When the decoding is terminated, the number of error frames can also be counted. Therefore, the termination of the second part of decoding will not lose FER performance. So, the second part of decoding is unnecessary in this situation. This decoding can be terminated to avoid wasting resources. This can reduce the complexity of decoding without loss of performance. The modified algorithm decoding process is shown in Figure 5 . Step 1: L is set as L min = 1, thenû 1 1 and R 1 1 are obtained after the SCL decoding starts in the first part, whereû 1 1 represents the SCL decoding result of the first part, and R 1 1 is the value LLR corresponding toû 1 1 .
Step 2: If the CRC ofû 1 1 fails, then the decoding process of the first part begins to re-decode by the improved adaptive SCL algorithm. The decoder makes a comparison between L and L max . If L is less than L max , then sets L = 2L, and calculates S according to R 1 1 , where S indicates the starting bit of re-decoding. Thenû 2 1 and R 2 1 are obtained by re-decoding, if the CRC ofû 2 1 fails, continue to increase L and update the value S, thenû 3 1 and R 3 1 are obtained by re-decoding and so on, the algorithm goes to step 3 until the CRC ofû t 1 1 passes (0 < t 1 ≤ log 2 L max , where t 1 denotes the number of re-decoding of the first part). In addition, when L = L max , if the decoding result still fails to pass CRC, the first part of the codes is judged to include error bits, and the decoder goes directly to step 4.
Step 3: SAD-SCL begins the decoding of the second part, the decoding result and its corresponding LLR values of second part areû t 2 2 and R t 2 2 (0 < t 2 ≤ log 2 L max , where t 2 denotes the number of re-decoding of the second part), respectively. The decoding process of the second part is the same as that of the improved adaptive SCL in step 2. However, in the decoding of the second part, when L = L max , the decoder directly outputs the final decoding resultû = û t 1 1 ,û t 2 1 if the decoding result ofû t 2 2 does not pass CRC. Step 4: Since there are some error bits in this decoding result, the SC algorithm is directly used for the decoding of the second part. Assume the result of the decoding isû 2 , then the final output decoding result isû = û t 1 1 ,û 2 . Considering the FER performance of the algorithm, the proposed algorithm can be further improved. If the first part of decoding fails to pass CRC with L = L max , then the whole codeword will be in error. When the decoding is terminated, the number of error frames can also be counted. Therefore, the termination of the second part of decoding will not lose FER performance. So, the second part of decoding is unnecessary in this situation. This decoding can be terminated to avoid wasting resources. This can reduce the complexity of decoding without loss of performance. The modified algorithm decoding process is shown in Figure 5 . 
Experiment and Analysis
An adaptive segmented SCL decoding algorithm uses S as the starting bit of re-decoding in this experiment. In order to measure the computation complexity of the decoding algorithm, the average number of calculations of value proposed in [21] is used. The segmented method is to divide the bits of information into two parts and decode them respectively, which is same as that in the SCAD-SCL algorithm. When the code length and code rate are 1024 and 0.5, respectively, the number of information bits are 512, the last 8-bit information of each segmentation are CRC bits. After adding the frozen bits, there are 748 bits at the first part of the information sequence and just 276 bits at the second part of the information sequence. There are 492 frozen bits at the first part while there are only 20 frozen bits at the second part. Because the second part of information sequence is shorter and contains more intensive information bits, the computational complexity reduction caused by adding is not enough to compensate for its performance loss. Therefore, this experiment only adds at the first 748 bits of information sequence.
In order to observe the change of computational complexity under different values of more intuitively, the average number of calculations of values are counted when the decoding starts at -th bit. The experimental parameters are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . Experiment parameter.
Category
Parameter Encoding CRC and polar code 
Experiment and Analysis
An adaptive segmented SCL decoding algorithm uses S as the starting bit of re-decoding in this experiment. In order to measure the computation complexity of the decoding algorithm, the average number of calculations of PM value proposed in [21] is used. The segmented method is to divide the bits of information into two parts and decode them respectively, which is same as that in the SCAD-SCL algorithm. When the code length and code rate are 1024 and 0.5, respectively, the number of information bits are 512, the last 8-bit information of each segmentation are CRC bits. After adding the frozen bits, there are 748 bits at the first part of the information sequence and just 276 bits at the second part of the information sequence. There are 492 frozen bits at the first part while there are only 20 frozen bits at the second part. Because the second part of information sequence is shorter and contains more intensive information bits, the computational complexity reduction caused by adding S is not enough to compensate for its performance loss. Therefore, this experiment only adds S at the first 748 bits of information sequence. In order to observe the change of computational complexity under different values of m more intuitively, the average number of calculations of PM values are counted when the decoding starts at S-th bit. The experimental parameters are shown in Table 1 . Figure 6 shows the bit error rate (BER) performance curves of SAD-SCL (L max ) and CA-SCL (L = 16) with a code length of 1024 and a code rate of 0.5 under AWGN channel and BPSK modulation. Figure 7 shows the frame error rate (FER) performance curves of SAD-SCL (L max ) and CA-SCL (L = 16) under the same condition as Figure 6 . As can be seen from Figures 6 and 7 , with the increase of m, the performance of adaptive algorithm designed by this experiment improves continuously. The performance of this algorithm is almost the same with that of SCL when m = 140, which illustrates that R e contains almost all burst error bits. Table 2 shows the average number of calculations of PM value when m takes different values. It can be seen in Table 2 that the smaller the value of m, the smaller the average number of calculations of PM value. But the performance decreases as the value of m reduces, which indicates that a smaller value of m will make R e more likely to miss burst error bits. Taking performance and computational complexity into account, m = 140 is used as the parameter of SAD-SCL decoding algorithm. Figure 6 shows the bit error rate (BER) performance curves of SAD-SCL ( ) and CA-SCL ( = 16) with a code length of 1024 and a code rate of 0.5 under AWGN channel and BPSK modulation. Figure 7 shows the frame error rate (FER) performance curves of SAD-SCL ( ) and CA-SCL ( = 16) under the same condition as Figure 6 . As can be seen from Figure 6 and Figure 7 , with the increase of , the performance of adaptive algorithm designed by this experiment improves continuously. The performance of this algorithm is almost the same with that of SCL when = 140, which illustrates that contains almost all burst error bits. Table 2 shows the average number of calculations of value when takes different values. It can be seen in Table 2 that the smaller the value of , the smaller the average number of calculations of value. But the performance decreases as the value of reduces, which indicates that a smaller value of will make more likely to miss burst error bits. Taking performance and computational complexity into account, = 140 is used as the parameter of SAD-SCL decoding algorithm. 50  16402  6548  1436  218  32  80  16692  6199  1486  218  25  100  16962  6352  1497  220  26  140  17277  7132  1580  228  28  256  19076  7983  1724  261  32 When the code length, the number of information bits and the length of CRC are N, K, M, respectively, the AD-SCL algorithm needs to consume additional (N − M) × M times of addition calculation for CRC every decoding, while the SCAD-SCL algorithm and the SAD-SCL algorithm proposed in this paper need additional (N/2 − M) × M × 2 times of addition for CRC each time. In addition, the SAD-SCL algorithm proposed in this paper needs a merge sorting of N/2-bits when choosing the starting point S of re-decoding. The merge sorting requires at most (K/2) log 2 (K/2) − K + 1 additional calculations. Figure 8 shows the number of addition calculation times of CRC, two-segmentation CRC and merge sorting algorithms when the code rate is 0.5 and the code lengths are 64, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096.
calculation for CRC every decoding, while the SCAD-SCL algorithm and the SAD-SCL algorithm proposed in this paper need additional ( /2 − ) × × 2 times of addition for CRC each time. In addition, the SAD-SCL algorithm proposed in this paper needs a merge sorting of /2-bits when choosing the starting point of re-decoding. The merge sorting requires at most ( /2) ( /2) − + 1 additional calculations. Figure 8 shows the number of addition calculation times of CRC, two-segmentation CRC and merge sorting algorithms when the code rate is 0.5 and the code lengths are 64, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096. It can be observed that the computation complexity of CRC and two-segmentation CRC is almost the same whatever the code length is, and the difference between them can be ignored. Compared with CRC and two-segmentation CRC, there exists an extra /2 merge sort in SAD-SCL.
In [12] , the calculation of CRC is almost negligible compared with the average number of calculations of value (LLR value, etc.) each time in SCL. Therefore, the computation resource consumed by merge sort can be ignored in SCL. Compared with the SCAD-SCL and AD-SCL algorithms, SAD-SCL makes full use of previous decoding results and digs out the available information, which reduces redundant calculations. It can be observed that the computation complexity of CRC and two-segmentation CRC is almost the same whatever the code length is, and the difference between them can be ignored. Compared with CRC and two-segmentation CRC, there exists an extra N/2 merge sort in SAD-SCL.
In [12] , the calculation of CRC is almost negligible compared with the average number of calculations of value PM (LLR value, etc.) each time in SCL. Therefore, the computation resource consumed by merge sort can be ignored in SCL. Compared with the SCAD-SCL and AD-SCL algorithms, SAD-SCL makes full use of previous decoding results and digs out the available information, which reduces redundant calculations.
When the code length is 1024 and the code rate is 0.5 respectively, the average number of calculations of value PM for AD-SCL, SCAD-SCL, SAD-SCL with L max = 16 is shown in Figure 9 . It is observed that the complexity of the three adaptive algorithms declines with the increase of SNR. When the code length is 1024 and the code rate is 0.5 respectively, the average number of calculations of value for AD-SCL、SCAD-SCL、SAD-SCL with = 16 is shown in Figure 9 . It is observed that the complexity of the three adaptive algorithms declines with the increase of SNR. The reason is that there are more error frames caused by inter-symbol error propagation in low SNR and the adaptive algorithm needs a large value of L to complete the decoding. With the increase of SNR, the frame number of inter-symbol error propagation decreases gradually, and less values of L are required for the adaptive algorithm, so the complexity in high SNR is lower than that in low SNR. In addition, the computation complexity of the SAD-SCL algorithm proposed in this paper is lower than AD-SCL and SCAD-SCL. But with the increase of SNR, the adaptive algorithm tends to complete decoding once. At this time, the complexity of three kinds of algorithms is almost the same. In conclusion, the gap of complexity of three kinds of algorithms will narrow with the increase of SNR. Figure 10 shows the comparison curves of the average number of calculations of PM value for SAD-SCL algorithm under different code rates and L max . It can be seen that the smaller the code rate and L are, the less the average PM update times of SAD-SCL are. When the code length is 1024 and the code rate is 0.5 respectively, the average number of calculations of value for AD-SCL、SCAD-SCL、SAD-SCL with = 16 is shown in Figure 9 . It is observed that the complexity of the three adaptive algorithms declines with the increase of SNR.
The reason is that there are more error frames caused by inter-symbol error propagation in low SNR and the adaptive algorithm needs a large value of to complete the decoding. With the increase of SNR, the frame number of inter-symbol error propagation decreases gradually, and less values of L are required for the adaptive algorithm, so the complexity in high SNR is lower than that in low SNR. In addition, the computation complexity of the SAD-SCL algorithm proposed in this paper is lower than AD-SCL and SCAD-SCL. But with the increase of SNR, the adaptive algorithm tends to complete decoding once. At this time, the complexity of three kinds of algorithms is almost the same. In conclusion, the gap of complexity of three kinds of algorithms will narrow with the increase of SNR. Figure 10 shows the comparison curves of the average number of calculations of value for SAD-SCL algorithm under different code rates and . It can be seen that the smaller the code rate and are, the less the average update times of SAD-SCL are. 
Conclusion
In order to overcome the shortcomings of the existing adaptive SCL algorithm, this paper proposes an improved SAD-SCL algorithm, which is from the idea of segmented CRC of SCAD-SCL. The algorithm uses a new method to reduce the complexity of the AD-SCL algorithm. Before the re-decoding of updating value each time, SAD-SCL first uses the existing LLR information to detect the range of burst error bits, and then decode the information sequence of this range again. Moreover, when SAD-SCL cannot get the correct decoding value in the first part of the information sequence, it uses SC decoding with less computation to complete the decoding in the second part of the information sequence. Its decoding performance is almost the same as that in the second part of the information sequence using the AD-SCL algorithm. The simulation results show that the SAD-SCL algorithm has lower computational complexity than AD-SCL and SCAD-SCL without loss of performance. 
In order to overcome the shortcomings of the existing adaptive SCL algorithm, this paper proposes an improved SAD-SCL algorithm, which is from the idea of segmented CRC of SCAD-SCL. The algorithm uses a new method to reduce the complexity of the AD-SCL algorithm. Before the re-decoding of updating value L each time, SAD-SCL first uses the existing LLR information to detect the range of burst error bits, and then decode the information sequence of this range again. Moreover, when SAD-SCL cannot get the correct decoding value in the first part of the information sequence, it uses SC decoding with less computation to complete the decoding in the second part of the information sequence. Its decoding performance is almost the same as that in the second part of the information sequence using the AD-SCL algorithm. The simulation results show that the SAD-SCL algorithm has lower computational complexity than AD-SCL and SCAD-SCL without loss of performance.
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